Where To Buy
Wrist Wraps
YOUR
SEARCH
FOR
PERFECT
WEIGHTLIFTING WRIST WRAPS AND BRACE
ENDS HERE
NO.1 CHOICE FOR ALL SPORTS AND GYM
LOVERS! AN EXCELLENT GIFT FOR ALL
OCCASIONS!
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Where Can I Buy
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Buy Wrist Wraps online at www.noova.in We aim to offer our
customers various quality day to day use product options.
We’ve come a long way, so we know exactly which direction
to take when supplying you with high quality yet budget
friendly products. We offer all of this while providing excellent
customer service and friendly support. We always keep an
eye on the latest trends in the market for both men, women
and childrens and put our customers’ wishes first. That is why
we have satisfied customers all over the world, and are
thrilled to be a part of the Noova Family. The interests of our
customers are always the top priority for us, so we hope you
will enjoy our products as much as we enjoy making them
available to you.

WHAT MAKES OUR WRIST WRAPS
MOST PREFERABLE AMONG ALL?
- High breathable material, sweat absorbent, keeping
your wrist dry and comfortable -To protect thumb and
wrist from sprain and pains caused by long time use
- High elastic ribbon, tightness adjustable, proper
pressure to the wrist
- Exquisite workmanship, well-distributed and compact
thread
- Thousands times of use for the Velcro
- Perfect feeling for the material, close-fitting
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You can use this wrist wraps every day
and not only during Weightlifing/GYM but
with other sports activities
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Wrist Brace With
Thumb Stabilizer
No negative effect on muscular activity,
Support and stabilize your Wrists to Reduce
Injury While Pushing Your Best. Extra Wide
Velcro Wrist Wrap Strapping to Lock down
Perfect Form

Wrist Brace With
Thumb Stabilizer
Concerning wrist weights,
you may have seen many
bodybuilders whose wrists
are wrapped around heavy
duty straps. Those are
known as weight lifting wrist
straps. Wrist straps are
usually applied to help
bodybuilder in extending
their
grip
on
certain
workouts such as heavy
barbell shrugs and shoulder
side rises.
There are many names for these weight lifting equipments.
Here are few names that you might have heard about the wrist
weights as lifting straps, weight lifting straps, power straps,
power lifting straps, dead lifting straps, deadlift straps, hand
straps, training straps, weight straps and etc.

Wrist weights have non stretching material that is "noosed"
around your wrists and the rest of the material is wrapped
around the lifting bar to help you in handling the weight. Their
main function is to keep the bar in your hands when lifting
heavy weights.

Thumb And Wrist
Support

If you have ever hurt your wrist or thumb seriously you
know how much pain these sensitive areas can cause. If
these places are not kept still they will constantly remind
you that you are hurt. Today we will learn of one of the
best ways to care for these types of injuries. Introducing
the wrist and thumb splint. we will learn just what this
device is, what types of injuries this item is used for, and
why using this device is so beneficial. You will no longer
have a need to worry about how you will treat your
forearm and carpal disasters.
This area suffers damage to the joints or tendons, this type of
brace is good to use to stop movement and allow the injury
time to heal.
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Visit our website:

www.noova.in

